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One of the most common criticisms voiced by members of the BMW CCA is the
lack of events for members, aside from active driving events. The CT Valley Chapter
Board of Directors is always looking for new and interesting ideas for events to
increase camaraderie amongst the club. If you have any ideas for an event that the
club could sponsor in some way, feel free to reach out to any of the board members.
These events can range from go-karting, skiing, ice skating, brewery tours, bowling,
or even just an informal get together at a local restaurant/pub. Contact information
can be found on the CT Valley Chapter website @ http://www.ctvalley.org/contact/

EDITOR'S NOTE:
A

s a club formed and driven by our enthusiasm for what, where and why we drive, keep in mind each of us is a part of the “who”
we are. So let me remind you again, your written and photographic contributions are heartily welcomed for the DZ as well as

BIMMERLIFE and the Roundel. Share your enthusiasm with your fellow BMW enthusiasts not just by participating in Club events, but
also on the written page – or illuminated screen as the case may be. You may direct your submissions to me at pfrickenhaus@ctvalley.
org
This edition of the DZ must be credited largely to Bob Morin who, with his wife Sheila, attended a series of fall events in our area and
reported back on their experiences, complete with photos to better share them with you. You’ll also see Bob’s article about important
news from the BMW CCA Foundation as well as an article on our latest Humpa Picnic from Jonathan Bisset and even a poem by firsttime DZ contributor, Judith Marks-White !
Thanks to the efforts of our newest Members-at-Large, Rai Blanchette and Nathan Sartwell, we now have the CVC Facebook Group as
a physical Page at @ctvalleybmwcca which allows for questions and messages to be sent to our board members, along with posted
updates for upcoming Chapter events. Nate and Rai have also established an Instagram account to give CVC a cloud based photo
hub/outlet where members can easily access key photos from our CT Valley community, whether it is content from CT Valley BMW
CCA events or your everyday BMW lifestyle. Also, since we all have our own personal photos of events and BMW family photo shoots
and glamour shots, we have opened up the ability for these photos to either be sent to our moderators (rblanchette@ctvalley.org or
nsartwell@ctvalley.org) via email for subsequent posting, or via tagging @ctvalleybmwcca for a repost!
So what do you say? Seriously, we want to share what you have to say!
Editor - Paul Frickenhaus
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ODE TO MY BMW

Vol 49 No 2

Dear Bimmer, words can not convey,

Oh, keeper of my dreams are you,

the pleasure I derive from you,

my handsome lover who provides

cars may come and cars may go,

the best of every car I‘ve known,

but for you my horn beeps loud and true.

that takes me on my cherished rides.
So, to you my faithful one,
To you my eager arms await

in rain nor snow we’ll never part.

to wrap around your steering wheel,

You shelter me from life’s tirades,

parading you on country roads,

the driving force of my

instills in me such grand appeal.

pure heart.

One day, as luck would finally prove,

This ode I write to you alone,

inside my driveway there you stood,

no other auto owns my smiles.

in your metallic green delight,

My ever constant love is yours,

the envy of my neighborhood.

‘til I trade you in for far less miles!
Judith Marks-White
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WELCOME

2021 BOARD MEMBERS

NEW MEMBERS
David Abare
Troy Allen
Ori Altmark
Howard Aronson
Amy Arpino
Christopher Babinec
Vlatko Balic
Avi Barkai
Richard Barstow
Noam Battat
Jacob Boerma
Cj Brandon
Kevin Bruneau
Sandra Callanan
Frank Canpagna
Alexis Chase
Chris Ching
Marion Daniels
Danielle Desrosiers
Matthew Desrosiers
Nicolas DiBiasi
Erika Dworkin
Lawrence Eisner
Matt Feldman
James Fiske-Peterman
Scott Fletcher
Patrick Gallaway
Angel Gravino
Joseph Gravino
Torsten Gross
Scott Hartman
Anthony Huertas
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Ken Kaplan
Nathaniel Kimball
Shawn King
Andrew Krystinik
Tamra Krystinik
Paul Kuchay
Ronald LaMorte
Connor Levy
Henry Lim
Alexander Lim
Celiandra Lupinacci
Matthew Madden
Lawrence McRae
Nick McTurk
Todd Meck
Hyewon Miller
Jason Miller
Russell Miller
Agapito Morgan
Carl Mueller
Maggie Murphy
Neil Murphy
Craig Parker
Dorothy Pecchia
Camden Pelletier
Stasia PenkoffLidbeck
Max Peterson
Jack Piersol
Ryan Rafferty
Mark Rieder
Mikayla Riskin
Ross Riskin

President: Willy Wiley | (203) 426-9208 | wwiley@ctvalley.org
V. President: Joe Robinson, Membership Chair | jrobinson@ctvalley.org
Secretary: John Bate | jbate@ctvalley.org
Treasurer: Dave Ortoli, Street Survival Chair | dortoli@ctvalley.org
Robert Rulevich
Muhammad Sabir
Donald Sargent
Philip Silber
Michael St.Germain
Elvis Torres
George Trach, 2nd
Timothy Van Hooser
Andrew Walter
Taylor Westlund
Cody Williams
Alexander Williams
Eric Wolfe
Jacob Zavatkay

Members-At-Large
Jonathan Bisset | jeb@pai.necoxmail.com
Rai Blanchette | rblanchette@ctvalley.org
Roger Chartier | rchartier@ctvalley.org
Pat Delany | cvc-dec@comcast.net
Paul Frickenhaus | pfrickenhaus@ctvalley.org
Tim Healey | thealey@ctvalley.org
Bob Morin | bmorin@ctvalley.org
Dave Mucciacciaro | dmucciacciaro@ctvalley.org
Nathan Sartwell | nsartwell@ctvalley.org

Die Zeitung is edited by Paul Frickenhaus

PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
Well here it is and needless to say what a difficult year
2021 was. What we hoped for as far as having a normal
year of activities got turned around once again due to
the vagaries of the COVID19 epidemic. However, if you
had been paying attention we didn’t spend the entire
year without holding any activities.
Thanks to the efforts of Pat Delany and his volunteer
staff we once again got back to holding drivers’ schools
at Lime Rock. Also at Lime Rock Bob Morin coordinated
another BMW CCA pavilion at the IMSA Northeast
Grand Prix in July.
We also changed the location of our annual Spring
Show & Shine from Wickham Park to Paddock Classic
Car Restorations in New Britain. Paul Frickenhaus was
the lead on this one which and we hope will to hold it
there again next year. Jonathan Bisset coordinated
our return to Williams Park in Glastonbury for our
John Bisset Memorial Picnic. This event has been held
annually for 48 years so far and we look to return there
again next year.
Thanks also to Malachi Blandon for the lunch meet and
drive that he coordinated in July. The event was held
in the New Haven area and maybe we can do it again
next year. Another event we hope to get to next year
again would be the Caffeine & Carburetors gathering
at Waveny Park in New Canaan. Paul Frickenhaus
coordinated our efforts to get a nice turnout of our
members at this event in October.
There were a number of items that BMW CCA had
going this year that affected us. The biggest item they
did in our Chapter’s area was the coordinating and
sponsoring of Bimmers in the Park at Lime Rock in
October. The event attracted over 600 BMWs and was
a big hit for those that attended. Another item of note is
that there may be more changes in the frequency of the
publication of the national magazine Roundel. Finishing
out the issues from national is that there will be changes
to our Chapter’s logo coming out to be in line with BMW
AG’s desirers.
Before closing I want to invite all members to come out
and help us in making next year a better one. We always
need the help and some of us could use a relief from the
many jobs we do for the chapter besides the positions
that we hold.
Bleiben Sie gesund! (Stay Healthy)
Willy Wiley

DZ INFORMATION

Vol 49 No 2

Die Zeitung is published quarterly by the BMW CCA Connecticut Valley
Chapter, P.O.Box 432, Hartford, CT 06141
This newsletter and all of its content shall remain the sole property of the
BMW CCA Connecticut Valley Chapter, Inc. All information supplied herein is
provided by, and exclusively for, the members of the Club.
The Club is in no way associated with the importer, BMW NA, or any other
agents of the Bayerische Motoren Werke AktienGesellschaft, Munchen,
Freistaat Bayern, Deutschland.
The Club assumes no liability for the information presented herein. It should
be noted that, unless so stated, none of the information bears the status of
“Factory Approved.” The ideas, opinions and suggestions expressed herein
are those of the authors and are not necessarily endorsed by the Club. No
authentication is implied by the editor or publisher. Modifications to vehicles
within the warranty period may void the warranty, in part or in full. Permission
is hereby granted to reproduce any material herein provided full credit is
given to the author and the Connecticut Valley Chapter.

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Membership in the BMW Car Club of America is $48.00 yearly and includes
a one year subscription to Roundel, the national publication of the club
and to Die Zeitung, the publication of the Connecticut Valley Chapter.
Associate membership is available for $10.00 per year and does not receive
publications.

To join, write or go online:

BMW CCA, Inc.
640 South Main Street, Greensville, SC 29601
ph: 864.250.0022 fx: 864.250.0038 membership: 800.878.9292
www.bmwcca.org
Articles and other materials intended for inclusion in Die Zeitung should be
sent to DZ@CTValley.org. Copyright information must be included with all
items submitted for publication.

ADVERTISING INFORMATION
InformationThe DZ is published in full color and distributed electronically to
our members and the public. It reaches over 2,200 enthusiastic BMW Club
members and receives views from all over the world. We provide URL links to
our advertisers websites directly from the eZine.

ANNUAL RATES
Inside front cover - $1,876.80
Full page - $1,295.40
Half page - $785.40
Quarter page - $479.40
Business card - $285.60
Full color camera ready art should be emailed to
Roger Chartier at RChartier@CTValley.org

USE OF IMAGES STATEMENT
Chapter events may be photographed or recorded and
subsequent images published in the Chapter newsletter or
other BMW CCA publications. Attendance at Chapter events
constitutes permission by all participants for public release of
images from the event.
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FCP EURO FALL RACING CLASSIC
AT LIME ROCK PARK & BIMMERS IN THE PARK
By BOB MORIN

W

6

hat a weekend!!! On the last

Euro Cars & Coffee in the paddock

Eddie

weekend in September, a

while BMWs were staged all around

President,

Regional BMW CCA event was held

the race track. Additionally the E30

Executive Vice-President, as well as

at Lime Rock Park that included BMW

M3 SIG (Special Interest Group) was

CCA Club Racing’s return to Lime

invited to hold their annual SIGFest as

Rock for the first time in 14 years, as

part of the show with E30 M3s lined

well as an Advanced Only HPDE, and

up by the Start/Finish Line.

a Car Control Clinic all held on Friday

to fifty E30 M3s (rare sites these

and Saturday.

Then on Sunday to

days) were on display, as were many,

perfect for the entire weekend of

close out the weekend the Bimmers

many more BMWs of all vintages and

BMW activities, and hopefully this will

in the Park car show including an FCP

models.

become an annual affair.

Close

Funahashi,
and

Lou

BMW

CCA

Ann

Shirk,

Jeff Caldwell, our Regional VP were
all on hand so it was an excellent
opportunity for the locals to meet
the Club officers. The weather was

AUDRAIN AUTOMOBILE MUSEUM
Newport Concours and Motor Week

By BOB MORIN

J

ust three days after the Regional

panelists as varied as Jay Leno,

enjoyed lunch while the gathering

BMW CCA event at Lime Rock,

Bill Warner (of the Amelia Island

crowds had the opportunity to enjoy

in

Concours), Judy Stropus, Lyn St.

these beautiful cars up close - and for

Newport, RI began their Motor Week.

James, David Donahue, Mika Häkkinen,

The event began on a Wednesday

and many more.

Audrain

Automobile

Museum

with a very diverse and interesting
selection of cars displayed on the
grounds of Newport’s Tennis Hall of
Fame, accompanied by some great
vendor booths covering a wide variety
of automotive interests.

free! That enables the budget minded
car enthusiast to forego purchasing

Aside from all the interesting cars

tickets for the Sunday Concours

you are likely to see peppering the

which is held on the grounds of the

streets of Newport during the week,

famous Breakers Mansion.

there was also a Cars & Coffee
on Saturday as well as the Tour

While not a BMW event, it’s certainly

d’Elegance which has most of the

worth a visit for any car enthusiast.

receptions,

cars to be entered in the Concours

Here’s a link to the Audrain Automobile

cocktail parties and galas throughout

the next day cruising the roads
around Newport before converging

Museum so you can learn more:

the week, there were many seminars
of interest to the enthusiast with

on Bellevue Avenue where the owners

Besides

various

www.audrainautomuseum.org
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VINTAGE AT SARATOGA
By BOB MORIN

O

ne week after the Audrain
Motor Week festivities was the

10th Vintage at Saratoga, an event
hosted by the Patroon Chapter which
included a tour, a Friday evening
dinner and a Saturday vintage BMW
show on the grounds of the Saratoga
Automobile Museum. Due to COVID,
this event was canceled last year,
so there was some pent up demand
and over 160 vintage BMWs were
on display, filling almost all available
space on the Museum grounds. Frank
& Denise Greppo and Scott & Beverly
Stowell organized a great event and I
highly recommend that you put this on
a To Do List if you have not attended
in the past. Members come from all
over the region to attend and there
are some truly great examples of
BMWs, 1999 or older, not to mention a
chance to socialize with fellow BMW
enthusiasts.
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NOTICE: 2022 CT VALLEY ELECTION

REFERENDUM ITEM:

The annual election of the CT Valley Chapter Officers and Board Members takes

Proposed

place early in 2022 to coincide with the Annual Meeting now scheduled as an online event to be held February 12, 2022. An Election Notice containing the actual
ballot is sent to the email address you have on file with the Connecticut Valley
Chapter thirty days before the end of the election process.
A list of the candidates for the Board can be found below. Please note, most
candidates are running unopposed however there is a selection to be made for
the office of President. Candidate Statements are included here for the two

changes

to

BMW

CCA Connecticut Valley Chapter
Bylaws Article IV, Section 3
(Change

incorporates

electronic

means of ballot distribution and
voting method)

candidates running for the office of President. A candidate statement for the one

Election of officers will be held by

first-time candidate for Member-at-Large can be found in the Election Notice

secret ballot to be ratified during

sent via email. This year there is also a Referendum item for an amendment to
the Chapter Bylaws officially recognizing electronic voting methods, the way
most members now choose to vote, in place of mail-in ballots. To take effect, the

the Annual Meeting.

Ballots will be

distributed by any of the various

change to the Bylaws must be Accepted by a majority of voting members. You

methods listed at least 30 days prior

will find the proposed referendum item in the sidebar on this page.

to the date of the Annual Meeting.

Keep an eye out for the Official Ballot Notice when it is sent to you. Then complete

These methods include, but are

it per the instructions on the ballot itself. The last day ballots will be accepted is

not restricted to the Die Zeitung

February
2022. TheValley
results
will be2022
announced
at Board
the Annual
Meeting.
BMW CCA7,Connecticut
Chapter
Officer and
Member
Candidates

newsletter, the US Postal Service,
email,

OFFICE

CANDIDATE

Willy Wiley
President (Choose One)

Secretary

Incumbent (*see
Candidacy Statement)

any

electronic

means.

Ballots received by mail, or by any
other electronic means, as specified
on the ballot, must be received
by the Chapter no later than the

Current Member-at-Large
(*see Candidacy
Statement)

date specified. Votes for “write-in”

Dave Mucciacciaro

Current Member-at-Large

listed on the ballot. If, after all of the

Bob Morin

Current Member-at-Large,
Former Secretary, VP, and
President

votes have been counted, a tie exists

Paul Frickenhaus

Vice President

CURRENT / FORMER
OFFICE(S) HELD

or

Treasurer

Dave Ortoli

Incumbent

Member-at-Large

John Bate

Current Secretary

Member-at-Large

Rai Blanchette

Incumbent

Member-at-Large

Heather Centrella

Member-at-Large

Member-at-Large

Roger Chartier

Incumbent

Member-at-Large

Pat Delany

Incumbent

Member-at-Large

Chris Foote

New Candidate (*see
Candidacy Statement)

Member-at-Large

Nathan Sartwell

Incumbent

Member-at-Large

jerri Wiley

Member-at-Large,
Secretary, Treasurer, V.P
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Write-in Candidates

candidates shall be counted in the
same manner as for the candidates

for any position, then the current
President, with the candidates and
at least one other current board
member present, shall conduct a coin
toss to determine the winner.
Only one (1) vote is allowed per
member.

Each ballot is to be

individually submitted. All submitted
ballots

must

contain

the

voting

member’s name and either a signature
(on a written ballot) or be sent from
the email address on file with the
Chapter.

Research Foundation – making BMW
driver/navigator teams the largest subgroup of participants by far and helping to
establish New Country BMW as the title
sponsor and host of the event.
I have contributed articles to Die Zeitung,
BIMMERLIFE

and

Roundel

and

have

recently become the Editor of DZ, bringing
it back on-line after some stumbles this
past year as well as handling the Chapter’s
submissions to BIMMERLIFE.

PAUL FRICKENHAUS

But

enough

about

history.

Today’s

question is: Where do we go from here?
Now happily retired from a career in the

WILLY WILEY

aerospace industry, I am prepared to

President Candidacy Statement

Hi, my name is Paul Frickenhaus. I have

devote some more of my time and energy

For those who don’t know me my name

been a member of the CT Valley Chapter

towards our Club Chapter. It’s probably

President Candidacy Statement

of BMW CCA since I returned to the States
from a work assignment in Germany in
1987 with a brand new 3-series. I became
an avid Bimmerphile since enjoying my
first ride in a college friend’s brand new

fair to say, once a car person, always a car
person.

is Willy Wiley and I am running again for
President of the chapter. This is the first
time that I can remember having to write a

That said, we are experiencing

candidacy statement for my reelection and

a period when the kinds of vehicles we

I welcome the opportunity to reintroduce

drive are changing more rapidly. Time was

myself.

2002. Over the years, I have had a dozen

when BMW was the creator of the “sports

BMWs, three of which I still own. If you are

sedan”

benchmark

many years and have held the positions

reading this, you are likely a Bimmer fan

maker in that category. Now SUVs are the

of Member at Large, Vice President and

too – my kind of car person!

dominant vehicle type, which of course

President. Along with those positions at

For the past three years, I have served on
the CVC Board as a Member-at-Large,
but my participation in the Club began

and

became

the

includes BMW’s SAVs, and those are
certainly significant contributors to the
company’s overall sales figures. Besides

well before that. As a Chapter member, I

the changing shape of our rides, the

have been involved in many Club-related

means of propulsion is changing as well.

events and activities, having volunteered

Electric vehicles of all types are the fastest

to help run and occasionally participate in

growing part of the automotive market.

our HPDEs, served as an in-car coach for

The way we communicate is changing

the Tire Rack Street Survival program for

too – lots less paper and lots more social

over ten years and have worked in both
the Hospitality Tent and Membership

media platforms.

Booth at Lime Rock IMSA events. I have

My commitment is to meet the challenges

also organized Chapter events such as the

of the evolution (revolution?) of the

open house at The Paddock – Classic Car
Restorations in New Britain and the last
Bring More Wax Show & Shine event at the
same venue. I have also increased Chapter
member awareness of, and participation

I have been on the board of the CVC for

times in the past I was the Safety Officer for
our track events at Lime Rock, Rally Master,
and served on at least three Octoberfest
committees.
Presently my wife and I have four BMWs.
Our oldest one is a 1965 Farmobil, followed
by a 1974 2002 parts car, our 1976 2002
“Garage Queen” and a 2001 330xi “road
veteran” with over 211k miles on it.
I am currently retired and my wife and I
have been spending our time traveling
around the country when we can with our
camp trailer. The rest of the time we spend
working around our house here in Monroe

vehicles we will be driving in the years

and responding to calls with the Stevenson

to come while not losing sight of the

Volunteer Fire Company.

values that sparked our interest in BMWs
in the first place. We’ll do this by striving

If elected again as President I hope to
be able to oversee the reinvigoration of

in, some non-Club events such as Caffeine

to increase interest and participation

the Board. I would also like to see the use

& Carburetors in New Canaan – where this

in exciting Club events of all types and

of the social media as a way to get the

year, for the first time in the event’s history,

putting interesting reading materials in

membership more involved with the club

a reserved area was established for

front of Chapter Members’ eyes. It’s all for

BMWs. I was also instrumental in fostering

fun Bimmer fans!

CVC Member participation in the annual

and to see more better attended events.
I hope my short candidacy statement is
enough to garner your vote for me. However

Hartford- based Rallye for a Cure charity

I look forward to your support and

if not, I still plan on staying with the BMW

event to benefit the Juvenile Diabetes

engagement in this endeavor!

friends that I have made through the years.
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BMW CCA FOUNDATION UPDATES
By BOB MORIN

J

ust as it was for almost everyone/
everything worldwide in 2020,

The

Vintage

was

rescheduled

for October, moved to SC and then

the newest vehicle a 1960 700 Sport
Coupe.
The owners of these incredibly rare
vehicles had planned to show them at
the Museum until January 2021, but
were gracious enough to allow us to

it was a difficult time for your BMW

eventually

CCA Foundation last year and into

so the Foundation decided to do

the first half of 2021. GENESIS: BMW

the official opening without The

From the Beginning was originally

Vintage tie-in and dubbed the event

scheduled to open on May 15, 2020

NC.

FoundationFest

with an Open House as part of The

postponed, but the closing still took

of October 23rd and 24th. So, five

Vintage weekend in Hot Springs,

months after the originally expected

NC.

canceled

on

the

altogether

weekend

keep them until May of 2021, so that
the closing could be part of this year’s
Vintage event, back in Hot Springs,
Once more, The Vintage was

place in May.

opening date, what was probably the

At the closing event, besides saying

swing, The Vintage was postponed

best exhibit at the Foundation so far

goodbye to these wonderful historic

and so was the opening, which was

was finally gaining some attention.

Bimmers and Beemers, several other

But, with the pandemic in full

new Foundation initiatives kicked off.

then moved to coincide with the

12

were part of this amazing exhibit, with

MX1 event that was planned at BMW

Those who made it to the Museum

GENESIS was the fourth major exhibit

CCA Headquarters on August 14 & 15.

while this exhibit was open were

held at the Museum, and for those

But that event was also postponed,

treated to some of BMW’s earliest

who have not had the opportunity to

this time until April of 2021, so it was

offerings, many of which they were not

see any or all of them so far, you are

decided to just quietly do a “soft

likely to ever see elsewhere this side

really missing out on something. To

opening” of the Museum starting July

of the factory Museum in Munich. The

illustrate my point, the Foundation

16th, with COVID protocols in place

oldest car was a 1930 DA2 Cabriolet

had been seeking something a bit

and limiting guests to very small

and the oldest motorcycle a 1927

more concise than “The BMW Car

groups or individuals.

R47. In all, 20 cars and 4 motorcycles

Club of America Foundation Museum”

Because GENESIS closed in May,
when our exhibits usually open, it
gave us the opportunity to hold a
second exhibit this year. Since the
ZSCCA was holding their ZFest in
Greer this year, the Foundation staff
scheduled an amazingly short turn
around and opened BMW Z Cars:
Freedom & Fun over the July 4th week
to coincide with ZFest and this exhibit
for a name and had been working

And

finally,

the

new

Museum

Membership

They felt that they were being quite

announced at the closing event. This

of World Records attempt was made

bold in suggesting The Ultimate

offers

another

to stage the longest BMW parade

Car Museum, thinking that BMW AG

way to become a contributor to the

ever held. Although they had many

would block that choice immediately,

Foundation and support the many
programs of the Foundation, including

more cars participating than needed

since it would be considered as too
close and

infringing upon BMW’s

The Tire Rack Street Survival teen

tagline, The Ultimate Driving Machine.

driving school, as well as the Museum

Instead, the powers that be in Munich

and the ever-expanding archives.

Guinness from declaring it a new

have been so impressed with what

Check it out here:

record, but fun was had in the attempt

they came back and said, “Why not
call it The Ultimate Driving Museum?”
We jumped before they could change
their minds!

interested

parties

was

As part of that event, a Guinness Book

for quite some time on the solution.

we have been doing over here that

program

will continue until January 30, 2022.

www.bmwccafoundation.org/membership/

Although it was difficult getting
this

stunning

display

completed

and open to the public during the
pandemic, one more thing was being
accomplished during 2020 that did
not require dodging COVID-19 virus

The new name was unveiled at
the Closing festivities in May of this
year.

But that wasn’t all.

The new

Founders’ Garden was dedicated
at the event and a time capsule was
buried in the garden to be dug up in
2052 during the 50th Anniversary of
the Foundation celebration.

If you

germs. The Foundation Ambassadors

to break the record there were a
few technical details that prevented

nonetheless. Additionally, The Great
American Race was completing its
rally in Greenville, SC this year and
included a stop at the Foundation as
part of their events.
Of course, The Tire Rack Street
Survival is very near and dear to those

had been advocating for a Foundation

of us working with the Foundation and

newsletter for quite some time and

the pandemic and COVID protocols

finally were given approval to go ahead

made it difficult to impossible to hold

with the project. Ambassador Dohn

any schools during the height of the

Roush agreed to sign on as editor
and in July of 2020 the first issue was
sent out electronically to everyone

pandemic. Things are starting to open
up again on that front and although

for whom the Foundation had e-mail

we had been striving for over 100

contact information. Right from that

schools each year, pre-COVID, we are

first issue of the Foundation Forum the

unfortunately only expecting about 35

www.garden.bmwccafoundation.org

positive feedback and compliments

- 40 this year, but we are very hopeful

It not only beautifies the Foundation

in your inbox, I would encourage

grounds, but offers an opportunity for

you to check out the latest issue by

you to become part of it by providing

going to bmwccafoundation.org and

a unique place to honor special

then under the header tabs on the

persons for their achievements or

homepage, click on the link that says,

to memorialize those whom we have

“Check out the newest Foundation

Foundation and I encourage you to

lost in our lives.

Forum newsletter.”

visit their website for more news.

haven’t heard about the garden yet,
check out:

began. If you don’t receive the issues

to get back to a full complement of
schools in 2022.
This is just a small sampling of what
has been happening recently with the
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pic·nic
/ˈpikˌnik/
noun
1. an outing or occasion that involves taking a
packed meal to be eaten outdoors.

48 ANNUAL HUMPA PICNIC
TH

By JONATHAN BISSETT

T

Door

prizes

were

plentiful

as

he 48th Annual Humpa Humpa

viewing cars ranging in age from

Taetaerae Picnic (yes that is its

the late 1960s to today’s technical

always, thanks to Detailbest.com,

full name!) was held at J.B. Williams

wonders. The cars that stood out to

South Side Wine and Spirits of South

Park in Glastonbury. As in 2020, again

me were a BMW 1600 race car and

Glastonbury, and Perfect Auto Image.

this year the Humpa was, by definition,

two Bauer Edition BMW E21s, a 320i

The Chapter supplied $200.00 worth

a

attendees

and a 323i. It is always cool to see

brought their own food due to the

BMWs of the past celebrated and

of gift cards for restaurants, stores,

ongoing pandemic. Although not as

shared by our members. After all, this

well attended as in years where the

was the foundation of the Club – back

brats were free and shared dishes

when “chips” were served with dip.

were the norm – oh, and a deadly

The last place you’d want to see them

virus wasn’t an uninvited guest - the

would have been in your car’s engine

thirty-plus attendees were no less

compartment!

true

picnic

where

enthusiastic! The weather was warm
and sunny, a perfect day for a fall
picnic.

All

adult

and Amazon.com. All current BMW
CCA CVC members received a door
prize. Many thanks too to Tony’s
Imported Auto Service of Manchester
for supplying the Oktoberfest beer
as they have for many years. Please
consider the generosity of our donors

attendees

were

encouraged to donate $5.00 to the

who make this event more enjoyable
by giving them your business.

Lewy Body Dementia Association. A

The visit to the park was worth

heartfelt Thanks to all who donated;

Thanks again to all who attended.

the trip to view the fantastic array

by your generosity, we raised a total

We look forward to seeing you at the

of Bimmers. Many attendees spent

of $365.00, an impressive amount for

Humpa next year. Fingers crossed,

much of their time discussing and

the number of people attending.

the wurst is yet to come!
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First Independent
BMW Certified
Collision Repair
Center!!
Let us handle it!
You have a choice when it
comes to Collision repair. As
a family owned and operated
facility since 1983, we strive to
provide only the best quality
workmanship and customer
satisfaction in a professional
working environment.
Visit our website:

www.airportroadautobody.com

Airport Auto Body, Inc.
75 Locust Street
Hartford, CT 06114
860-296-2639
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